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I hope it’s not that traveling 
shoe salesman again!

I’ve already 
told him…

You should really fix 
your door bell, Hilgo.

Randolph the 
Wizard?!?

What brings 
you to my 

Fobbit hole? 

And why are 
an elf and a 
dwarf with 
you? This 

is all very 
peculiar.

We’re here to take you on a 
Great Big Adventure, of course.

The kind written 
about in old 

books and shown 
in Hollywood 

trilogies.

Oh, heavens! 
I’m just a 

little Fobbit.

 We 
fobBits 

never go 
anywhere!

Well, you 
are now 
and we 

leave in the 
morning!

So you better make 
sure all your gear 
is in working order 

and give your sword 
a good sharpening.

No problem! I have 
all my PM procedures 

memorized—it’ll be
a snap!

Never do PM 
by memory, 

Hilgo! Always 
use the TM so 
you know it’s 
done right.

Nothing plays 
havoc with 

an adventure 
faster than not 
taking care of 
your equipment.

Don’t worry! I’ll do 
it later. I have a high 
score to break now.

I can’t believe we’re 
taking a Fobbit on an 

adventure.

Everyone 
knows they’re 

NEVER prepared.

Don’t you little 
people ever do 

any maintenance?
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Would you mind 
telling me where 

we’re going?

I’d guess to 
see the wizard, 
but you ARE the 

wizard.

The destination 
is not nearly as 
important as the 
journey itself.

Just be prepared 
to learn a lesson 
about preventive 

maintenance 
before this 

adventure ends.
This will be a long 

journey indeed if you 
don’t start taking better 
care of your equipment.

Oh, really? This blade 
is about as sharp as 

your mind, Hilgo.

hey! is it just my 
imagination or have 
we skipped past a 

few scenes?

Whaddya expect 
when you condense 
an entire book into 

eight pages?

Hilgo, I 
hope you 
did PM…

 …on 
your—

I hate to 
say I told 

you so but—

Where are 
the lights?

Somebody 
must have 
forgotten 

to do 
maintenance 

on their 
generator.

Fantastic 
shot, Leggo!

Why, I was just 
getting ready 
to strike that 

Orc dead with my 
trusty sword!

snap!

rrr?  

it’s a good thing I waxed 
my bow string this morning.

I shudder to 
think what might 
have happened 
had it snapped.
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hey! this ring fits 
right on my finger. 

Seems almost 
portentous.

if only I had maintained my 
generator maybe I wouldn’t 

have lost my ring in the 
dark in the first place.

Nice of you 
to re-join 
us, Hilgo.

We’re just 
getting to the 
part of the 
story where 
we have a Big 

Exciting Battle.

How wonderful. 
What are we fighting 

about, anyway?

Check your 
shields for cracks! 

See the armorer 
for sharpening 

stones! Make sure 
the catapults are 

working!

This 
battle and 
your lives 
depend on 
your being 
prepared!

Hilgo, you need to check your 
weapons and gear! War is upon 
us! Ask yourself, would you 

stake your life right now on the 
condition of your equipment?

Oh, stop being so 
dramatic! But I’ll 
do as you say if it 
makes you happy.

Never mind that now! 
Randolph is addressing 

the troops!

Oh, well. 
Easy come, 
easy go.

Gimme 
that 
back! 
it’s 
mine!

oh, 
ho!
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HolD iT! This fight scene will take 
at least a few more pages and I’m 
afraid we’re almost outta space.

Aw! I sharpened 
my sword for 
nothing. I even 
polished my new 
ring, though it 

appears to have 
no special powers 

whatsoever… 
which is kinda 
disappointing.

Good PM 
is its own 
reward. 

Don’t become 
complacent. 
You never 

know when the 
next battle 
will be so 

you must be 
prepared.

Well, here we are 
at The End. No more 
Great Big Adventures 

for this Fobbit!

Don’t be 
so sure, 

Hilgo. You 
never know 
what awaits 

you just 
around the 

corner!

But no matter 
what you face, you 
will be much better 
prepared as long 
as you practice 
good preventive 

maintenance.

Oh, dear! This 
sounds like a set-
up for a sequel.


